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The most discussed topic in our country today is the matter concerning demonetization. Several aspects 
of our lives are expected to be affected by the bold and practical step taken by the Indian government. 
Businesses will be affected in operations, planning, strategies at all. 
 
At KnK we see this situation as a benefit for people with land holdings. It is expected that the land prices 
and the sale of the properties would see a slowing down. It may not be prudent for property owners to 
make any hasty decisions until the dust settles and this could be some time. 
 
It is our endeavor to introduce to the owners of big and small land holding, to consider using their property 
during this interim period of uncertainty for purposes of entertainment with minimal investment outlays. 
Did you know that it is possible to establish a small Go-Kart entertainment center for an investment as 
little as Rupees Six Lakhs? 
 
 
As over the past few months at KnK we have been developing a line of Go karts and Buggies for off-road 
enthusiasts. The models of these vehicles 
include a Go-Kart that does not require heavy 
investment in building a track. The KnK 
Trailblazer is a kart ideally suited for such 
purpose. Read more about the KnK Trailblazer 
by visiting our website by clicking the link 
below. 
 
If you have any questions in this regard, we 
invite you to email us any questions and we will 
respond to your enquiry promptly. 
 

                       
http://www.knkkarts.com/trailblazer.html 

 
Also a part of the off-road lineup is the new KnK Mudslinger PRO amongst the KnK Mudslinger models as 
KnK Mudslinger RG and KnK Mudslinger AT. The information on these Buggies can be seen on our website 
at the following link. http://www.knkkarts.com/Mudslinger%20SR-II.html 
 

The KnK Mudslinger PRO makes an ideal 
single seater Buggy, which makes the driving 
over the rough terrain to access the location 
on states and construction sites that 
previously required the use of a 4X4 vehicle. 
 
The complete package of KnK Mudslinger 
PRO includes an Electric Start, Automatic 
Constantly Varying Transmission (CVT), 
Reverse as well as bright LED Headlights to 
make the travel over rough terrain an 
exciting, thrilling and practical means of 
transportation. 
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The KnK Sidewinder PRO has similar features as the KnK Mudslinger PRO and is available with a more 
powerful engine and is built to take two persons. We would be happy to provide more information on this 
new exciting line of Karts and Buggies if you are interested. 
 

 
 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 
Talk Soon! 

 


